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1. IN [3], the second author defined an invariant, the virtual number of D, points, for 
special types of non-isolated hypersurface singularities. Now, let X be a compact variety 
with a one dimensional singular locus Z, such that X has generic A, along Z. In this paper 
we prove that if X is a divisor in a compact complex manifold Y then the total virtual 
number of D, points of X can be computed by global invariants of X and Y. 
2. We recall from [3] the definition of the virtual number of D, points. Let 
f: (@“+I, O)+(Q=, 0)be a germ of a holomorphic function with a one dimensional singular 
locus (EC, 0) and generic A, singularities along C. Throughout the paper we give I: its 
reduced structure. Let O,= {~E@c~*~,o: Scf)=O}, and Ou)=O,,,. Let n:(C, O)+(Z, 0) be 
the normalization map and 6( Z, 0) be the b-invariant of (C, 0). Since any derivation of Br 
lifts uniquely to a derivation of 02 (see [l]) we get inclusions: 
DEFINITION. The virtual number of D, points off at 0 is: 
VD, cf; 0) =dim(&/OCf)) - 36( Z:, 0). 
3. Let Y be a compact complex manifold of dimension n+ 1 and X c Y a divisor with 
singular locus C and as above: dim(Z) = 1 and generic A, singularities along C. For all p E I: 
let (X, p) be the germ of the non-isolated singularity of X at p. Let KY be the canonical 
divisor on Y. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following. 
THEOREM. 
CporVDrn(X,p)=(2Ku+nX,C)+4~(~,~,) 
where (,) denotes the intersection product on Y. 
4. As an example we take Y= P3 and X a surface with only ordinary singularities, say 
C D, points (local equation xy’ + z2 = 0) and T triple points (local equation xyz = 0). It is 
easily calculated (cf. [3] (2.3)) that the virtual number of D, points of a D, point is one and 
of a triple point -2. This shows that the theorem specializes to: 
C_2T=(2deg(X)-8)deg(Z)+4#, 0,). 
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This formula is a rewritten version of a well-known classical formula, cf. [2] p. 628. Our 
proof, however, is completely different. 
5. Consider the same situation as in 2. Let K.cf) be the Koszul complex on the partial 
derivatives off, i.e. 
0+1\“+i~c”+‘,e_, .. . +~C.+‘,O+~o:.+‘,O-+O 
where 5cn+l,a is the tangentsheaf of (@“+l, 0). It is remarked in [3] (2.2) that the obvious 
map: 
H,(K.(f))+@, (1) 
gives an isomorphism of H,(K.Cf)) with Ocf). Moreover H,(K.Cf)) is (non canonically) 
isomorphic to wz, ,, (see [4] II 4.1). Let E. cf)) be the cokernel of multiplication offon K.(f): 
O-+K.(f)~K.(f)+E.If)-+O (2) 
We have H,(K. (f))=O for i> 1 [4] so the long exact cohomology sequence of (2) gives 
Hi( E. (f)) = 0 for i > 2 and an exact sequence: 
O~H,(E.(f))~H,(K.(f))~H,(K.(f))-* . . . 
But as H,(K. (f)) is annihilated by f (because H, (K. (f)) 2 ox, 0) we get an isomorphism: 
H,(E. (f)) ; H, (K. (f)) (3) 
The crucial point of the proof of the theorem is that although we do not know how to 
globalize K. (f) we do know how to globalize E. (f). 
6. Let the notation be as in 3. Let .T=T,,, x be the tangentsheaf of Y restricted to X 
and N be the normal sheaf of X in Y. Then we have the canonical map: .T+.N, which gives 
us a section d, E T(X, at, x @I N). We form the Koszul complex associated to this section: 
b.:O-+A”+19-@“Vn-i-+. . . -+T@Af_l+O 
For any points p E X, choose a small open ball U c Y around p, and a local equationf for 
X n U. This determines a trivialization of J1’ on U and so we get an isomorphism: 
b.&VJ(r:” Z E.(j) (4) 
By composing this map on homology with the maps (3) and (1) we get a map: 
Y,, “: H,(b. 0 Jy;,+o,, L‘ 
which gives an isomorphism of H2(6. @ “vfv) with Ocf). We claim that ‘I”,*, does not 
depend on choices made and so we get a global map: 
Y: H,(I. @I &N-2)+0x 
Proof of the claim. We have the complex d’. @ Jv2: 
. . . -rA39- @ Jy-’ + h2S+JF @ N+ . . . 
Given a section Gl A Q2 E I’(U, A2(S,)) one has: 
Y~,“(% A 92, x)=f_ %s, h s,b,))\r 
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where I denotes contraction and we have written: 
&=a/ Sr;-,l,, En: 8 WX),vnx 
But if we now have another local equation g of U n X Then: 
w,=wJgf-i 
so it follows that 
DEFINITION: O(X):=Im(Y). Remark that on any U as above we hate 
O(X), v=@(j). 
7. PROPOSITION. There exists a canonical isomorphism: 
cp: H”-‘(‘#om(CC., ox)) z oy 
Proof Let 9. (with 9 0 = 0,) be a locally free resolution of Ox such that there exists a 
diagram: 
. . . +9,+9,-+0~+0 
. . . 
,~z+:P~ Lid+O 
2 1 X 
where the Cpi extend the identity on ox. (This we can do if for example X is projective. 
Otherwise just do it on open sets U where it is possible and then glue the local maps cpo 
together to get the global map cp.) By dualizing with respect o wx and taking cohomology 
we get a map: 
cp -‘:=cp.*-i: bxct”--‘(Ox, wx)+Hn- ‘(z?om(& ,0x)). 
By [4] II 4.1 this is an isomorphism. Moreover: 
bxct”-l(Ox, 0x)=0x, 
so taking the inverse of cp-’ gives the map cp. q 
8. LEMMA. O(X) = wy @ oy @ N-“. 
Proof: As b. is a Koszul complex, &‘oPz(&., ox) can be rewritten as: 
&@(A”+1,)-5%V-n+i@ox 
Furthermore (A”+ l f)- l= coyI x and by the adjunction formula or @ N = ox. Hence by 6. 
and 7. we have: 
ox z H”-‘(*om(l., cJx))=H2(& @J-2) @ coy @A--” z O(X)@ coy @ N”. cl 
9. Proof of the theorem. The proof of the theorem is now simply calculating Euler 
characteristics. Define Q by the following exact sequence: 
O-+O(X)+n,O~-+Q+O 
Q is a skyscraper sheaf [3] (2.3), so 
Ho@, Q)=x(W-x(@(W) 
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By Remark 6. and the definition of the virtual number of D, points: 
By Riemann-Roth: 
and because x(0,) = x(Q)- c 6( I, p) we get: 
PEE 
By Lemma 8: 
and thus: 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. cl 
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